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/SHEARIITG STRENGTH OF CONCRETE.
-0-
The detemination of the shearing strength of ccncrete is of
great importance because of the necessity of providing for the
shearing forces to which this material may he subjected. But fev/
tests for shear have been made, however, partly because of the lack
of appreciation of its va.lue, s.nd partly because of the fact that
there was no special necessity for its being considered until re-
inforced concrete beams became a prominent engineering material.
As early as 1879 tests upon mortar specimens were made by
Prof. Bauschinger, v;ho found that the shea^ring strength was about
20^ in excer^s of the tensile. These tests v/ere made upon flexure
specimens, 2,4" x 4,8" x I'-O", the exact method of testing not
'! being given. Prof, Cecil B, Smith also made a series of tests by
!i
cementing three bricks together with mortar, the middle one pro-
;
jecting above the other tv,ro, and the load being applied in such a
manner as to avoid transverse bending, Hov;ever, these tests are
j
of little value in regard to the shearing strengths of concrete,
j
because of the dissimilarity of the two materials.
ii
Many assumptions have been made about the relative values of
the shearing strengths of concretes. M. Christophe, believing
1
i' from his investigations that the tensile strength was greater that
:i
I
the shearing strength, allov;ed a v;orking value of shear of only
21 to 35 pounds per square inch; while M, Peret, concluding from
experiments that the shearing strength was 16^ to 20;^ of the com-
pressive, and M. Considere, that the shearing strength, as deter-
mined by his tests, was 20^ to Zofo greater that the tensile, agreed
,j
in allowing as a v/orking value of shear, one-eighth of the allow-
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atle compressive stress, or about 50 pounds per square inch. These
tests, or similar ones, probably form the basis of the requirement
in the Hev; York Regulations for Concrete, which state that the
shearing strains shall not exceed 50 pounds per squate inch; also
the Prussian Regulations which require that the unit shear shall
not exceed 64 pounds per square inch or one-fifth of the ultimate
shearing strength.
Recent tests by Prof. Charles M. Spofford at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology indicate that the shearing strength of
concrete is about one-half of the compressive strength. His
specimens v/ere 5 inches in diameter by 15-1/2 inches long, and in
testing were held finnly in cylindrical bearings 5-l/2 inches apart,
the load being applied from above through a half cylinder bearing
5-7/I6 inches in length.
These and similar experiments have been conducted in connect-
ion v/ith numerous tests of reinforced concrete, which has so re-
cently become an important structural material. In many flexure
tests on reinforced concrete beajns it has been noticed that cracks
have appeared, extending diagonally downward and outward from the
load points. These cracks were at first I^oosely called shear
cracks, but a later and better explanation is that failure along
these diagonal lines is by increased tension resulting from the
vertical shearing and horizontal tensile stresses. It is also
possible that there may have been, in some cases, a slipping of
the reinforcement rods.
It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate the question
of shear in concrete; to determine the ultimate shearing strength;
and to compare the shea-ring and compressive strengths. Some com-
parison v/ill be made of the relative strengths of concretes of

d
different ages; also a comrjarison of "bloclcs stored in air with
those stored in water. Some tests v;ill also be made on reinforced
concrete "beams, as it is desired to determine the nature of the
stresses causing the failure along the so-called shear cracks.
The general length of time betv/een making a testing of speci-
mens Y/ill be sixt]jr days, a very few tests being made at an earlier
date.
References used:
"Cement, Mortar Concrete", by Palk pg 27.
"Reinforced Concrete", by Harsh pg 222.
"Concrete, Plain and Reinforced", by Taylor and
Thompson pg 270.
"Cement and Concrete", by Sabin ppf; 90, 405.

DESCRIPTIOLT 0? HA^RIAL.
As the material used in rnaking the test pieces for this inves-
tigation are fully described in Mr. y,, T. Renner's thesis, only a
:au33iniary v;ill be given here, (Thesis referred to later.)
STOEE: The stone used was Kankakee limestone, the sizes v/ere
such that 96)o passed a 1 inch screen and 8f, v/as retained upon a
one-fourth inch mesh. The analysis showed 49^ voids,
SAl'ID: The sand was clear- and sharp and was screened through
a one-fourth inch mesh "before using. It weighed 10,3 pounds per
cubic foot loose and contained 28^ voids,
CEI'IEITT: All cement used for these tests consisted of a mix-
ture of fine standard brands of Portla.nd cement in equal propor-
tions. This material was furnished by the makers and was mixed
at the mills. The tensile strength for seven day tests was 723
+_ 12 pounds per square inch for neat cement briquetts and 354 +
12 for 1:3 mortar,
CONCRETE: The concrete was mixed by hand in the proportions
1:3:6 by loose volume. A moderately wet concrete was used, the
per cent, of water being about 9vo of the total weight of the dry
material,
STEEL: Two grades of steel v/ere furnished, one by the Carnegie
Steel Company, the other by the. Crucible Steel Company of America,
The former had an elastic limit of 34,000 pounds per square inch,
j!
and v;ill be referred to as low steel. The latter had an elastic
I limit of 52,900, and v/ill be referred to as high steel.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIICENS.
(a) Plain Concrete shear Specimens.
As it is one of the purposes of this investigation to obtain
jj
the ultimate shearing strength of concrete, is v/as necessary for
success that a form of specimen he determined upon, in v/hich the
failure would "be due to shear alone, and not to a combination of
shear and flexure. This difficulty has alv/ays interfered most
seriously in all experiments along this line, and considerable
thought v^as given to the design of the form of test piece.
The specimen decided upon is shown in Plate I Page 6" , It
consists of a concrete block 13 inches square by 4-5/8 inches
j
thick, with a cylindrical hole at the center 5-7/8 inches in dia-
meter and 1-5/8 inches deep, leaving an effective thickness at the
t center of (4-5/8-1-5/8) 3 inches. This specimen v/ill be referred
to hereafter as Class A,
i
' The reason for having the body of the block thicker that the
actual shearing portion v/as to give a large area to resist any
horizontal tensile stresses induced by the vertical compression
from the applied load, and hence less liability to failure by
tension. It was also thought that by using plaster of paris to
obtain an even bearing for load and for base of block, it would be
;
possible to practically do away with any possibility of failure by
j
bending.
In order, however, to test the assumption that the larger area
of the main block would lessen the liability of failure, is was
! decided "^o make a number of specimens such as are shown in Plate
I
II Page 7 . This test piece consists simply of a block 13 inches
square b^ 3 inches deep, to be tested in same v/ay as the block
II
first described. This specimen will be called Class B.
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Several preliminary tests made upon the two forms of blocks
just described, at an age of about 3 v/eeks, showed that before the
cylindrical section could be sheared out, the specimen cracked. Fig. I.
The central portion of the block, being under great com pression,
tended to spread out. This tendency was resisted by the surround-
ing concrete, and caused "induced tension" at right angles to the
direction of apiilication of load. To meet this difficulty some
reinforced test pieces v/ere made by re-
inforcement bars being placed so as to
provide for the induced tensile stresses.
Two blocks were reinforced 'with one-fourth
inch twisted square rods as shovm in Plate
IV, Page 8 , the other tv/o were reinforced
with flat bars 1-3/8 inches by 3/1d inches,
illustrated in Plate V, Page 10 , The
reinforced specimen will be known as Class C,
The forms used in making test pieces for Classes A and C are
shown in Plate III, Page // , The base platform v/as IS inches
square and consisted of G" x 3/4" planking nailed to 2" x 2" cross
pieces. To the center of this platform v/as nailed a cylindrical
block 5-7/8" in diajneter and 1-5/8" thick. The sides consisted
of 4-5/8" X 3/4" planking which could be bolted together and clamp-
ed to the base platform, the inside dimensions of the form being
13" X 13",
In making these specimens, considerable difficulty was en-
countered, because of the fact that ov/ing to the contraction of the
concrete, and expansion of the v;ood, due to absorption of water,
it was impossible to remove the forms without destroying the
cylindrical block and causing injury to the concrete. To meet
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this condition of affairs, tarjering blocks, as shown in Pig. 2,
were substituted for the right cylindrical
pieces. Care was taken to sand paper and
oil them thoroughly and although this plan
did not entirely overcome the difficulty,
f^/Q-^ it helped considerably. On Plate VI,
Taper/ng BlOCK ^^Z^ /.3 is given the design of foms for
such specimens as would be recommended for
further tests on this subject.
The forms of the specimens of the second class consisted
simply of 4-3" x 3/4" planks which could be bolted together, form-
ing a 13" X 13" box. No base platform was used, the form being
placed on a sheet of building paper laid directly on the floor.
The blocks were all made of 1:3:6 concrete referred to under
"Description of Materials" page ^ , and were made in tv/o layers,
thoroughly tamped, the upper surface being finished with a thin
plastic mortar.
It was desired to determine relative shearing strengths of
concrete v/hich had set in air, and that which had been stored in
water, hence part of the blocks were left in water, and part allov;-
ed to stand in the air, being sprinkled tv/o or three times,
(b) Reinforced Concrete Beams,
A detailed description of the forms, method of manufacture,
etc., of the reinforced concrete beams is given by Mr. B. E. Renner
in his thesis, "Effect of Release of Loads", presented June, 1905.
Pour beams v/ere tested in this investigation, Numbers 14, 15,
18 and 60. All of these are of the regulation uniform size used
in the tests carried on in the University of Illinois Laboratory
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of Applied Mechanics in 1905, being 8 inches wide, 11 inches deep,
13 feet long. Beams 14, 15, and 18 were of 0.98 percent, rein-
forcement, each containing 4 one-half inch plain round bars placed
10 inches from top of beojn. The proportions of the concrete in
these heeans were 1:3:6, measured loose and mixed as described under
"Materials", Beajn Ho , 60 has Llpercent . reinforcement, there being
2 three-fourths inch bars 10 inches from top, the proportions of
the concrete being 1:2:4,

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS.
(a) Plain Concrete Test Pieces,
The tests were made on Philadelphia 100,000 pound testing
machine. Loads Virere applied continuously up to the ultimate load,
first appearance of cracks and ultimate load "being noted.
The method of applying the load is shown "by the photograph
Plate -ZZI, Page
,
also hy the cross-section sketch Plate II, Page
7« "A" is a spherical bearing block, through which the load is
applied, "B" is the test piece, "C" is a cast iron bearing
plate, 13 inches square by 1 inch thisk, with a circular hole 6
inches in diameter at the center. In adjusting the piece in the
machine, plaster of paris cushions were used for both plunger and
base plate, and care was taken to center the plunger directly over
the hole in the concrete block and in the base plate.
(b) Reinforced Concrete Beams.
In all the tests the load was applied at two points 7-l/2
feet apart, 3 feet 9 inches each side of the center. The extenso-
meters were placed 42 inches apart, 1 foot 9 inches each side of
the center. The supports were 12 feet apart.
Loads were applied continuously from zero to ultimate load,
the deflection and extensometer readings being taken for each
increment of 1000 pounds.
In other particulars, the method of testing is identical with
the general method described by Mr, E, T. Renner in his thesis on
"Effect of Release of Loads", presented June, 1905,
i
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OBSERVKD DATA.
(a) Plain Concrete Test Pieces,
TalDlesZT" to Z7
,
pages J6 to ^/ , give the general data for the
concrete "blocks tested for shear. There is considerahle variation
in the results obtained from the unreinforced specimens, but the
manner of failure was the sarae in nearly all cases. The charac-
feristic manner of failure was as follows: At a load of one- third
to one-half of the ultimate load hair , cracks, iPig. 8, would appear
at the bottom and middle of the exterior of the block. At first
these cracks were scarcely visible, and only extended two inches
upward from the bottom, but as the load increased, these cracks
would open, slov/ly at first and more radidly near the end, until
at the ultimate load they were about one- sixteenth of a inch wide
at the bottom, and extended to the top of the block, Fig. 9, where
they were much finer. The blocks could then be broken apart with
the hands, leaving the punched circular piece in the center and the
four quarters on the outside. In all instances the punched piece
had cracks on the bottom, which in most cases would only extend one-
half to two- thirds the distance to the top. However, in a few
cases this part of the specimen woi.ad also be broken, Plate VIII,
page l6
,
plainly shows the manner in v/hich the block breaks into
its several parts.
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Another way in v/hich specimens sometimes failed was by the
whole block brealcing into two parts, as a beam does, while in still
another the corners rose a small distance much as a plate does when
it is punched.
I
The method of failure of the three reinforced specimens IIos,
49, 50, and 51 differed from that just described in that the cracks
I
appeared relatively later, and had no openings when the ultimate
I
load was reached. Test piece No, 48 cracked badly when tested, the
\ cracks running out from the center of the blocks tov;ard two of the
The measured values for the beam tests, consisting of the
loads, extensometer readings, and deflections, are given in Tables
i3 to I&
,
pages 4-/ to The general behavior of the beams
during the tests was carefully follov;ed, all cracks, etc., being
i
BEAM ITo, 14, This beain was cracked entirely through in three
places, due to an accident a fev/ days previous to the test, two of
these cracks being about 2 feet on either side of the center re-
^
spectively, the third being about 3 feet from one end. As the
load was applied, the original cracks opened slightly, but no new
ones were developed until at a load of 7000 pounds. Then two fine
, vertical cracks appeared at the bottom of the beam, one under a load
point, the other at the center. At 9000 pounds six small vertical
cracks about I-1/2 inches to 2-l/2 inches long had appeared at the
bottom and near the ends of the beam1|^. These cracks gradually be-
came longer until at 12,000 pounds they extended to the middle of
ii the beam. At this load a second vertical crack about three inches
corners.
(b) Reinforced Concrete Beams,
noted.

long had appeared directly opposite the one first noticed at the
center, which at this load extended to the middle of the heam. At
13,000 pounds about 10 small cracks 2 to 3 inches long were visible.
At 15,000 pounds very marked cracks appeared on "both sides and about
i
11 inches from support. These cracks extended diagonally upward,
toward the support at about an angle of 30^ with the vertical until
it reached a point near the neutral axis. They then took a larger
angle and came out under the load points. At 15,400 pounds the
beam broke very suddenly through these cracks. The end of the beam
was completely severed from the rest, and the portion of the con-
^'Loatd Crete in the end below the steel sep- '
J^/gjO. arated from that above, !
_^
_^5££e/ rpj^Q photograph on Plate IX shov;s
'^'"^ very clearly the nature of the brealc
Ffuptarcd £nc^ of QeQ/Tl a.s the beam appeared in the machine,'^
i?ig, 10 shows the dimensions of the ruptured section.
;
|1
BEAII No. 15, In testing this beam, no cracks were noticed
until a load of 14,000 pounds had been reached, at which time four
fine vertical cracks appea.red near the loads running from the bottom
to v/ithin 4 or 5 inches of the top. At 16,000 pounds, diagonal
cracks similar to rupture line in Uo, 14 appeared on both sides of
each end. At 17,000 pounds, the cracks near one end had length-
ened somev/hat, and at 17,600 pounds, with the machine at rest, the
beam broke very suddenly in almost exactly the same v/ay as did No,
14.
BEAJI No. 18. This beajn was cracked slightly about 2-l/2 feet
to one side of the center. The crack was too small, however, to
impair the strength of the beam to any great extent. At 10,000
pounds, the original crack had opened somewhat at bottom, one sli^t

P/ate IX.
BLUEPRINT ^HOl/V/NG DIAGONAL C^ACK

vertical crack about I-1/2 inches long had appeared under one load,
and four other snail vertical cracks from 2 to 5 inches long v;ere
seen. At 12,000 pounds these cracks had lengthened slightly, but
no new ones had appeared. At 13,000 pounds, a diagonal crack,
about 6 inches long and about 30° with vertical, had appeared on
both si'des near one end. At 15,000 pounds tv^^o more diagonal cracks
vrere noticed, running out from bottom on 60° line tov/ard load, these
cracks being above the others, as shown in Fig, 11. |^
At 18,000 pounds, the diagonal cracks last mention- | <y \7 /
ed had extended to within 3 inches of the top and f=-/0.//.
had opened considerably. The beam broke suddenly at 18,800 pounds,!
the method of failure being identical v/ith Hos, 14 and 15.
j
BEAI'I LTo, 60, In this beaTii the cracks appeared under a smaller
load than in the other three. At 6000 pounds a small vertical
crack was visible near the center of the beam, and at 8000 pounds,
four more appeared, tv;o on each side of the beam, and about 6 inches
inside the load points. At 9000 pounds the cracks had lengthened, \
I;
and were about 7 inches long. There also s.ppeared 3 or 4 little
cracks, l?7hen 12,000 pounds v/as reached, the small cracks length-
ened to about 4 inches, and the large cracks near one end had open-
ed somewhat but not lengthened. At 13,200 pounds the scale bean:
remained balanced until the beam deflected 0,54 inches. The load
then dropped down to 12,700 pounds, where it varied a couple hun-
dred pounds, the deflection reaching 1,08 inches. The crack had
opened up to one-fourth of an inch at the bottom and extended to an
!|
1
inch and half from the top when the concrete began to crush on top, '
The test was stopped after having applied the load for 12 minutes.
The crack had spread to seven-eights of an inch at the bottom, and
the concrete v/as badly crushed on top. The manner of failure in
-
il = ^=== - --^r,
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this Deam was by vertical cracks inside the load rather than diag-
I
onal cracks "between the loads and supports.
Table II. shows a suiiariary of the tests.
Ref C^o of
/^e/nf't
Dist intn. from Center
L oa a/
/^1anner of f^<»i/urc
L OC¥ cif
-f-
5' ZD / o/ gf oner/ C ra0/^5
/ 6~ *(
/<5 / 8, & oo
GO / /o /3, aoo
jl
l!
,
deflections, and poai-
load increased are given
Curves showing the unit deformations
tion of neutral axis for each beam as the
on pages 34 to 38,

DISCUSSIOIT OP RESUT.TS.
(a) Plain Concrete Test Pieces,
In order to determine the effect of the method of storage
(curing) of the specimens upon the ultimate shearing strength of
concrete, some of the blocks 7/ere allowed to set in water, and
others in air. The latter were placed on elevated planks in a
channel, and two or three times the water rose enough to submerge
them for about a day. It might be thought that the concrete
stored in water would develop a larger ultimate shearing strength,
because it would set more uniformly and slowly, and hence would be
! less liable to crystalization, Hov/ever, the conclusion is not
borne out by the results given in Tables VII. and IX. Table VII,
gives an average of 777 lb. per sq. in, for 11 tests on blocks set- \
ting in water, while Table IX, gives an average of 796 lb, per sq,
in, for 17 air-stored blocks. This difference may be explained
by the fact that specimens 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 were made with the
forms having cylindrical blocks, With these cylindrical blocks
great difficulty was encountered in removing the forms and damage
was probably done to the test specimens. Leaving these specimens \
I
out of consideration, the mean ultimate shearing strength of the
I water-stored specimens becomes 853 lb. per sq. in., a much greater
value than obtained from the test pieces stored in air, A com-
parison of Tables VIII, and X, gives 729 lb. per sq. in. for v/ater-
\ stored blocks, and 679 lb. per sq. in, for those stored in air. In
i
both cases the results of undamaged specimens setting in water were
^
about ifo stronger than those in air, '
' To make a comparison of ultimate shearing strengths at differ-

as
ent ages, the preliminary tests were used. The shearing value at
I
different ages can Toe seen in Table III. page
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Test piece ilo, 5 was tested with the "block upside dovm and did not
give as good results as other test pieces of eanie age, which was
prohahly due to the fact that the plunger fitted tightly in the
depression and required a load of 1000 lb. to force it into place.
From the table it can be seen that concrete gains in shearing
strength very rapidly the first few days, probably gaining two-
tliirds of its ultimate shearing strength within twenty days.
The general design of all specimens tested v/as the same, e. i.,
a right cylinder of concrete 5-7/8 inches in diameter, and 3 inches
deep was punched out of a block, A comparison of results of the
Tables VII. and IX., VIII. and X., and XI, shov/s that the modifi-
cations made in the test specimen have a great effect upon the
ultimate shearing strength. Table XII. page ^6 shows comparison
of these specimens.
In comparing results it should be remembered that (see storage)
in class "A" 5 specimens were damaged, and if these were left out
of consideration the mean would be 800 lb. per sq. in. It is the

opinion of the investigators t?iat class "C", for reasons stated
iDelow, gives results nearest strength.
Effeot of ^hape of Spco/m e- n. —
A/o c?f
Spe-c / men
Storag e. l//r. Shear
B 7
B S a/r
A // 7^9
/I /7 Cf/r-
C 3 o/r- / /^9
As concretes vary considerable, absolute values would mean
j
little without further tests on special kind, and so a comparison
will be rnade with 13 compressive tests made on 6 in, -cubes of the
same concrete. The results of these tests are to be found in a
thesis by Mr, E. T, Renner, mentioned above, and give an average
ultimate compressive strength of 1400 lb. per sq. in. at 60 days.
The value found for shear, viz., 1124 lb. per sq. in. is 80^o of
this compressive strength. As far as the investigators know this
is a much greater result for shear than has been reported to the
public, the nearest obtainable results being by Prof. Charles M,
Spofford (refer to introduction) v/ho from experiments- found that
the ultimate shearing strength was 50/i of the compressive strength.
The results v/hich are perhaps furthest off, are those by M. Christ-
ophe, M. Feret, and M, Considere. Their results together with the
Prussia and ITew York Building Regulations are given on pages 1 and 2.
The general method of failure in the unreinforced specimens,
as already described on page 17
,
consisted in the cracking of the

^7
block at the 'bottoia from the center to the middle of the sides.
The cracks were caused, for reasons explained belov/, by tension
at right angles to the downv/ard pressure, and it was thought at
the time that these cracks might possibly have weakened the ulti-
mate shearing strength, but no definite conclusion on this point
was reached until the reinforced specimens had been tested,
W
Pig. 12 is a vertical section through the center of a class
"A" specimen and will be used in explaining why the so called ten-
sion cracks appear in the specimen. As the force W is applied,
it causes the vertical shearing forces V, and also the horizontal
forces ir, due to the lateral expansion of "A", to act in the man-
ner shovm. These two forces combined making a series of parallel
forceswhich compress the material in B, causing tensile forces
perpendicular to them. In some of the experiments it was noticed
that the material in "C" would hold to the part "A" when the block
was broken apart, making a frusty'um of a cone vath slope of about
1:4, but that this extra material could be easily broken off.
By an inspection of Table XII. page it is seen that the
unreinforced specimens have an ultimate shearing strength of

789 It), per sq. in. against 1124 lb. per sq. in for reinforced
s|)eciiiiens , the latter being nearly 50;o greater than the former,
seems to indicate that the plain concrete specimens were effected
to some degree by the tensile cracks, even though there was no
perceptible drop in the scale beam when they first appeared.
As neither the plain nor reinforced specimens were entirely
satisfactory, a new size of test piece and different reinforcement
is here proposed for the tests on this subject next year. Plate
6 page /J gives a design of forms which it is believed will give
a very satisfactory specimen. For reinforcement two steel hoops
are recommended instead of straight bars. The bars were able to
resist the tension at the quarter points of the blocks, but could
not at the corners. It is thought that these hoops will resist
the tension all around the block, and hence be more satisfactory.
(b) Reinforced Concrete Beam,
The results of the test were all v/orked up in the same way
with the exception of ITo. 14, In this beam a crack of consider-

^3
able size already existed in the top of the "beam hetv/een extenso-
meters, and as the load was applied the crack closed up causing
the upper extensometers to move too raj^idly. An attempt v/as made
to allow for this in the computations, but without complete suc-
cess, as can be seen from an inspection of the curves for this
beam. In the table for beam Uo, 14, Page>f-^, are given the defom-
ations figured from observed data and in parenthesis, deformations
figured after some allowance had been made for the closing of the
crack. In beams ITos, 15, 18 and60 nosuch trouble was encountered,
and their respective curves are very uniform.
The unit deformation of steel and upper fiber of concrete,
also the position of neutral axis were determined graphically,
Extensometers ITos, 1 and 3 were 4-3/4 inches above the top of the
beam; Hos. 2 and 4 were 5-l/2 inches belo?/ the steel; and steel
and top of beam were 10 inches apart,
AP represents the average linear motion
of extensometers Uos, 1 and 3, KE in the
average of Uos, 2 and 4. The straight
line MC is drawn then BG represents to
scale the compressive deformation of top
fiber, and IID the tensile deformation of
steel, while C represents the position of
the neutral axis in the beam. This is
based on the assumption that a plane section before bending remains
a plane section sfter bending. These total deformations, divided
by distance betv/een extensometers (viz. 42 inches) give the unit
deformations, which are given in the tables.
Several equations are required in computation of results and
will be developed here.
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(1) Distance from Steel to Center of Gravity of Comrjressive
Forces,
It is assumed tliat the unit compressive stress in the concrete
above the neutral axis varies as the three-fourths power of the
distance from that axis, it is found by integration that the center
of gravity of the compressive stresses is four-elevenths m below
the top, m being the distance from top to neutral axis. If d be
called the distance of steel from top, then the distance from steel
to center of gravity of compressive forces = (d-4/llm),
(2) Bending Moment in Beam,
The uniform load of the beam itself is 100 pounds per foot.
o
The weight of appo.ratus above is 200 pounds. The concentrated
w *-zo^ " lA/ -t-z. qo
\f \L L
Un/fot-m L-oaa/
/a
load, applied in two points
7-1/2 feet apart will be called
W, The moments at the center,
and at the load point are re-
/^,, '.{L£.^I^^ ^^i'^-^^^'j^j^ /±£:_i^E£^ quired,
(3) Total Vertical Shear,
At center of beam shea,r =
At load point the total shear = + 200/2 + I200/2 - 225.
= l/2(Y/ + 950)
(4) Horizontal Unit Shear.
As has already been stated the compressive stresses in the
top of the beam are assigned to vary as the three-fourths power of
1 Msutrar/ y4 ifis
3tee/
the distance from the neutral axis.
Let S = stress intensity of upper fiber.
Then s/rn^ = stress intensity at unit distance
from neutral axis.

I3/
s/m^* • x"^^ = stress intensity at distance from neutral axis.
Total stress on dA = S(x/ra) b dx.
Total stress on 'beam aloove neutral axis = / S(x/m)^ "b dx = 4/7 Sbra
Jo
As has already "been stated, the centroid of the compressive stress
. is('4/ljm "below the top. The total moment of this stress ahout
the steel is found to he
(I) M = 4/7 Sbir:(d-fi/l3)m) = KS, where K = 4/7bm( d-4/llm)
This is alBo equivalent to the bending moment, in the beam.
Let Aa and Bb represent tv;o sections at a
distance dy apart.
Let M = moment at A
Let M + dM = moment at B
T
K
I'rom (I) intensity of stress at A = S = IH^/k
Since stresses vary as three-fourths power from neutral axis
Stress at C = m/k (x/ra)"^
In the same manner, the stress at f is found to be equal to
M ^ cilvT (x/m)^
Total stress on surface Ae = u/kJ' (x/m)^ b dx
" " " Bf = 1L±M Ax/m)^ b dx
The difference betv/een these tv/o stresses in the amount of horiz-
ontal shear in plane ef
,
This difference = dll/K^Tx/m b dx
' The area of ef = b dx. Therefore the unit horizontal stress =
.
Since dJ^dx - V, the unit horizontal stress, which wiil be called
H, equals, v/Km^(4/7m^- 4/7x^) (II)
At the neutral axis x = 0, and this equation becomes H =v/K-4/7m =
4Vm/7K Substituting the value of K H = v/b(d -4/llm) (III)
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Equation (II) gives the horizontal unit shear at any distance "x"
j
above the neutral axis.
Equation (III) gives the horizontal shear at neutral axis, and for
all points "betv/een neutral axis and steel.
These equations also give vertical shear, as vertical unit at any
point equals horizontal unit shear at eanie point,
I
(5) Bond.
The steel is prevented from slipping by the bond betv/een it
and the concrete. Is is desired to detemine this resistance
betv/een the load and the support. There is no stress in the steel
ii over the support, while at the load there is a certain amount
which v/ill be called "T", This is transferred to the concrete in ^
the distance between support and load, a>nd this transference of
stress is considered to be uniform betv/een these tv/o points. There
are four one-half inch rods and the distance is 27 inches.
Bond = t/( -1/2) -4.27 = t/169.7
(6) Tension.
The horizontal shear and vertical shear combine to produce
tension along a 45° line, as shown. H = V , C - ^2 II, But
C A since the area over which this stress is dis-
^
tributed is also multiplied by i/^ , the tensile
H \
unit stress at any point equals the horizontal\
C
and vertical unit stresses.
The six formulas deduced above are sunmarized here:
(1) Distance of steel from center of gravity of compressive
forces = d - 4/llm
(2) = 13.5W + 24300 Mt = 13.5V/ + 15860
(3) Vu = 1/2(¥ + 950)

5^h
(4) 11 =
V
where V = total vertical shear
^(d - 4'/^lm)
(5) Bond =
T
169.7
(6) Unit Tension in Concrete = H
Using ahove foiinulas, Tables IV. and V. page J^Cwere prepared
from the data obtained in tests. Table IV. contains the results
j
of the beams tested for this investigation; a discussion of the
\\
manner of failure of these can be found under "Observed Data",
j
In order to furnish further comparison, Table V. v;as computed
from the tests conducted by Mr, J. G. Gilmour, for his thesis
\
entitled, "Tests on Reinforced Beams—Effect of Varying the Per
I
cent, of Reinforcement," presented June, 1905.
j
The blue print on Plate LX. page 21, shows the manner of failure
j:
of these beams, From an inspection of the beam after the con-
crete had dropped from the bottom, it v/ould be seen that the rods
had slipped, and hence horizontal shear was not the cause of this
i
particular failure.
Some attempt will now be made to reach a conclusion about the
|i
diagonal cracks, which appear at the bottom of the beam between
the end and support, and run to the load point. It has already
been stated in the introduction, that the method of failure has
been spoken of as due to shear and also to tension. However, it
seems that beams could not possibly have failed by shear, when the
maximum shearing stress developed in any of the beains was only a
150 lb. per sq. in. as compared to the shearing strength of 1124
lb, per sq. in. which was obtained in this investigation,
j There is no doubt but that beam ITo, 60 failed by the bars
i slipping, as the bond betvreen a high steel bar and concrete would

3a.c.
ne^ULT^ OF BEAM TEST^
F^oanofs per 3o/. In.
Loacl Center Lo acif //or-
A/c
Toref/'Jt lota/ 3t Shear lens/on
2. 2S, 300 6.0 ^<5, G 00 3G, ^00 3s;j-oo /<Sf /29 /ae
/s- >7,Goo £.SG^ /S'O 3/, ae>o GOO 3Q, ^00 /80
/<3 ^ GjrO 8,3 33^ S'c?o / 3-9 /s-o
GO a.c>c? 700 8.G 2G,G<?o £2, Goo as-^ 700 /7S / O-f / £>-f-
333^ f-OO 3 31, <?oo a.G Soo -?<y £ 91, oo //3
3^ 3G C>o 3^9, 000 e.f- 93^ 0£>o 33^ 700 "^^^ poo 33, 4-00 /07
-5»^ 32% 4-00 3az^ ooG 8.3 3 9 000 3a,Soo 8€ 9a
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hardly be expected to exceed 178 lb. per sq. in. This beam
failed by vertical cracks betv/een the los-ds.
The most satisfactory explanation for the failure by the so-
called diagonal cracks is res.ched by a study of the results for
diagonal tensile stresses obtained from the use of equation 6,
page 3S . This tensile stress is the resultant of the horizontal
and vertical shear, and ¥;ould cause the failure of a besjn along
the 45° line provided a great enough tensile stress v/as obtained.
The results of beams llo. 14, 15 and 18 in Table IV. pageJZC (the
other beams having failed by the bars slipping) show that there
was insufficient tensile strength in the concrete to resist the
diagonal tensile stresses brought into action,
"While there is not enough data to drav; general conclusions,
yet it seems that there is no danger of a beam breaking by actual
vertical shear. On the other hand, a beam is liable to fail by
diagonal cracks which have v/rongly been called shear cracks, and
hence careful consideration must be given to this element of the
design.
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